1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

In the past two decades, systems neuroscience has greatly benefited from the use of high-resolution functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in non-human primates (NHPs). By increasing spatial resolution, MR imaging allows studying cortical and subcortical networks with unprecedented functional and anatomical detail. However, with increasing spatial resolution and field strength, susceptibility artifacts also increase. Particularly in NHP fMRI, the presence of acrylic-based headposts and chambers results in magnetic field susceptibilities near the area of implantation. Here, we present a new refined method for MRI-compatible headpost and chamber implants and demonstrate improvements in T1 and T2-weighted (T2\*) image quality by eliminating the use of acrylic for implantation.

Head stabilization in large animals such as macaque monkeys usually requires the use of permanently implanted headposts secured to an external reference frame. In cases where studies focus on electrophysiological recordings without the need for fMRI, headposts and recording chambers are commonly made out of titanium. Titanium implants are known to integrate very well with bone ([@bib0065]; [@bib0140]) and are extensively used in human medicine for orthopedic surgery ([@bib0160]). As designed for NHPs, titanium implants typically contain radially extending supporting legs that are bent during or prior to surgery to match the curvature of each individual animal skull. The process of bending titanium implants during surgery is time-consuming and a tight fit cannot always be achieved. Potential gaps left between the implant and the bone surface may result in poor osseointegration, which could increase the risk of infection and implant loss.

Recent technical developments have led to manufacturing customized titanium implants and chambers using 3D-printing technology ([@bib0005]) or utilizing computer numerical control (CNC) machining of chambers ([@bib0100]); both methods resulting in improved fit to the skull surface ([@bib0040]). While the use of customized titanium implants might improve osseointegration, titanium disrupts the magnetic field of MRI scanners, causing image distortions and artifacts ([@bib0030]). These effects are relatively minor in anatomical images (e.g. using FLASH or MPRAGE sequences); however, in functional MRI (e.g. spin echo or echo planar imaging) they are highly disruptive, rendering images unsuitable for proper analyses.

Therefore, neuroscientists who routinely use fMRI rely on implants that are made of durable plastic such as polyetheretherketone (PEEK). PEEK is a thermoplastic polymer with high resistance that is used in human medicine applications such as orthopedics with great success ([@bib0175]). However, compared to titanium, PEEK lacks osseointegrative properties ([@bib0095]). Thus, for firm stabilization of the implant assembly, researchers have mainly opted for the use of PEEK implants in combination with non-fMRI-compatible titanium screws ([@bib0070]; [@bib0100]; [@bib0110]) or with acrylic-based bone cements. While acrylic-PEEK implants might offer strength and to a certain extent MRI compatibility (however see [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}), these implants fall behind in terms of biocompatibility and durability since the acrylic around the implant can introduce complications at the skin margin ([@bib0075]).

An important difference between implants used in medicine and those used in NHP research is that implants in humans are typically isolated from the exterior (by muscles and skin), while implants in NHPs are percutaneous: they include a structure outside the head that is used for head stabilization and/or neural recordings. The skin margin around the implant is formed of highly vascularized connective or granulation tissue. Normally, such granulation tissue forms as a part of the healing process; however, around an acrylic-based implant it actually prevents successful healing, often becomes irritated, requires frequent cleaning and still is highly susceptible to infection. Such infection is prone to spread which often results in a premature implant failure and negatively affects the animal's welfare. Consequently, neuroscientists have become hesitant about the use of PEEK implants in NHPs ([@bib0070]; [@bib0100]).

To address all the aforementioned issues with implants used for neuroimaging in NHPs, we developed an implant technique that offers MRI-compatibility, strength, and durability, and results in a healthy skin margin that does not require regular cleaning procedures. We used MRI data and pre-processing techniques to create a digital replica of the skull from each individual animal. These skull replicas were then used to design and manufacture customized skull-fitting headposts and recording chambers made of glass-filled PEEK and coated with hydroxyapatite (HA) at the base. These implants, which we refer to as hydroxyapatite-coated PEEK implants or HA-PEEK, were surgically implanted and secured onto the skull using ceramic screws and closed with a subcuticular suture; crucially, without the need for acrylic for stabilization.

2. Methods {#sec0010}
==========

2.1. Subjects {#sec0015}
-------------

All data were obtained from eight rhesus monkeys *(Macaca mulatta*); four females (VL and DP: 6 years of age, weighing 7--9 kg; FL and AL: 4--5 years of age, weighing 6--9 kg) and four males (BR and DL: 11--15 years of age, weighing 14--17 kg; R and TL: 9--12 years of age, weighing 8--12 kg). The four females (VL, DP, FL, AL) were implanted using the proposed new method (HA-PEEK), while the four males (BR, DL, TL, and R) received traditional acrylic-based implants and serve as a control group (Acrylic-PEEK). Surgical procedures, postoperative care and implant cleaning methods for the Acrylic-PEEK animals were described earlier ([@bib0165]). All surgical procedures were approved by the UK Home Office and comply with the Animal Scientific Procedures Act (1986) on the care and use of animals in research, including the European Directive on the protection of animals used in research (2010/63/EU).

2.2. Anesthesia during MRI {#sec0020}
--------------------------

Pre-surgical scans under anesthesia were carried out for surgical planning and for 3D-reconstruction of the skull. For anesthesia, a combination of drugs was used. First, animals were sedated in their home cage with ketamine (10 mg/kg IM). Once immobile, animals were transferred to a preparatory room where a saphenous vein catheter was put in place and systemic analgesia administered (meloxicam 0.3 mg/kg IV). The animals were transferred to the MRI room, where general anesthesia was induced with propofol (2--4 mg/kg IV). The larynx was then desensitized (Intubease 20 mg/ml) and the trachea intubated with a cuffed oro-tracheal tube for maintenance anesthesia (sevoflurane, 2--3% in 100% oxygen). Lidocaine/prilocaine local anesthetic cream (EMLA 5%) was applied to the external acoustic meatus before placing the animal into a stereotaxic frame and ventilating it mechanically (Merlin, Vetronics Ltd, UK). Physiological parameters (end-tidal carbon dioxide, indirect blood pressure, blood oxygen saturation, pulse rate, respiratory rate, rectal temperature and gas analysis) were monitored and kept in desired ranges over the course of data acquisition. Scanning lasted approximately three hours from the time of initial sedation. Post-surgical anatomical scans were acquired in the awake state and were used to compare MRI signal quality between animals with different implant types (HA-PEEK vs. Acrylic-PEEK).

2.3. MRI data acquisition {#sec0025}
-------------------------

MR images were acquired with a vertical 4.7 T magnet running ParaVision 5.1 (Bruker, BioSpin GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany) and equipped with a 4-channel phase array coil covering the whole head (<https://www.wkscientific.com>). For HA-PEEK monkeys, high-resolution pre-surgical anatomical images were acquired using a T1-weighted MDEFT pulse sequence with the following parameters: TR = 2000 ms, TI = 750 ms, TE = 3.95 ms, flip angle = 30°, slice thickness = 0.54 mm; matrix = 200 × 200 × 124 voxels, number of slices = 72, resolution = 0.525 × 0.525 × 0.54 mm^3^ voxel size. For monkeys DP and VL, four scans were acquired on each and combined in a grand average-MDEFT volume (see example in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). For monkeys FL and AL, a volume coil was used to cover the whole head using an MDEFT pulse sequence with the following parameters: TR = 2000 ms, TE = 3.4 ms, flip angle = 30°, slice thickness = 0.63 mm; matrix = 154 × 154 × 102 voxels, number of slices = 100--102, resolution = 0.623 × 0.623 × 0.630 mm^3^ voxel size. For Acrylic-PEEK monkeys, all anatomical data was acquired during awake imaging.Fig. 1**Workflow of anatomical MRI data pre-processing for implant design and surgical planning**. Prior to the process of skull extraction, the T1 volume is aligned to the NMT template, which is further aligned with the D99 atlas space. Spatial intensity distributions are used to normalize the volume from surface coil inhomogeneities. The head and brain are segmented and subtracted from the normalized volume. Manual editing is done to remove non-skull voxels. The skull volume is rendered in STL format and 3D printed for surgical planning.Fig. 1

Before awake scanning, monkeys were trained to voluntarily approach the inside of a wooden box from which they learned to enter a cylindrical MRI-compatible chair. Inside the chair, the animals were trained to move their head out using positive reinforcement training techniques. Once their heads were outside of the chair a neck plate was locked in place to secure the animal inside the chair. The head was immobilized in the MRI chair using a head holding system and an implanted headpost.

For all animals, anatomical images were acquired with an MDEFT sequence with the following parameters: TR = 2000 ms, TI = 750 ms, TE = 3.95 ms, flip angle = 30°, slice thickness = 0.6 mm; matrix = 176 × 176 × 72 voxels, number of slices = 72, resolution = 0.6 × 0.6 × 0.6 mm^3^ voxel size. For functional scans, a continuous gradient-echo planar imaging (GE-EPI) sequence was used with the following parameters: TR = 1.5 s, TE = 18 ms, flip angle = 53°, FOV = 96 × 96 mm^2^, matrix = 96 × 96 voxels, number of slices = 18, slice thickness = 2 mm, resolution = 1.0 × 1.0 × 2 mm^3^, number of scans = 200. All experiments were performed with the same parameters and hardware settings across animal groups.

2.4. Skull reconstruction {#sec0030}
-------------------------

A digital model of each individual animal's skull was created from anatomical MRI data. AFNI/SUMA ([@bib0010]) software package was used for pre-processing and rendering (<https://afni.nimh.nih.gov/download>). The skull data were extracted using a custom-written script *\@Extract_skull* while a second script *\@Create_skull* rendered the result. The scripts for skull extraction are made available with this manuscript; individual functions and programs used by the scripts can be downloaded from the AFNI/SUMA website.

First, the T1 volume was aligned to the NMT (<https://afni.nimh.nih.gov/NMT>) macaque template ([@bib0145]) using *3dAllineate* function for affine transformation with 12 degrees of freedom. The NMT macaque template was previously aligned to the D99 atlas space using the same *3dAllineate* function. Individual volumes were then normalized for coil non-uniformities and inhomogeneities in spatial intensity using *3dUniformize* function. Next, the brain and muscle tissue were extracted using *3dSkullStrip*, *3dAutomask* and *3dcalc* programs. The remaining low-T1 values corresponding to the cranial bone and to other low-signal non-cranial tissue were selected for manual editing using the AFNI mask GUI (see <https://afni.nimh.nih.gov/Class_handouts> for regions of interest). Finally, the edited skull volume was rendered in the STL format using *IsoSurface* program. The resulting STL file was used for implant design (<https://www.rogue-research.com/veterinary/>) and to 3D-print a skull replica (<https://www.shapeways.com/>) ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}), subsequently used for surgical planning. Since the NMT template was aligned to D99 template space and the D99 space is based on stereotaxic coordinates of the Kopf apparatus, MRI coordinates were used for surgical planning of the implants.

2.5. Implant design {#sec0035}
-------------------

Implants were made using glass-filled PEEK which is 30--40% stronger than native PEEK. Custom-made HA-PEEK headposts were developed based on a trapezoid piece measuring 27 mm in height, 15 mm in length, 7 mm wide at the front and 11 mm wide at the back. The headpost piece was designed to rise perpendicular to the surface of the skull and to be firmly locked into a matching-shape head holder made of PEEK block with two screws at the center of the headpost ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}B). The top part of the trapezoid was replicated in a CAD file and the base was custom-designed for each animal by modeling intersections with the bone. The base included two anchor point frontally, two posterior transversal legs and two side legs. The screw holes on each leg were made to fit Thomas Recording ceramic screws type SA05 and SA06 (Thomas Recording, Giessen, Germany). Once completed, the CAD design was sent to a machine shop for manufacturing with a 5-axis CNC machine (Rogue Research, Montreal, Canada). After manufacturing, the piece was dispatched to Medicoat (<http://www.medicoat.com>) for HA coating.Fig. 2**Implant design based on the intersection with the skull surface.** Implant designs for headpost (top) and chamber (bottom). **A**. STL files of HA-PEEK implants and rendered skull showing a tight surface intersection between the implants and the skull. **B**. Drawings and design features of headpost and chamber. The base of the headpost includes four legs for anchoring the implant around the circumference of the skull. The implant's trapezoid-shaped part at the top is used to fix the animal's head onto a head holder piece. The chamber includes a grid for electrophysiological recordings and a cap that is used to separate the craniotomy from the external environment. The holes on the legs of each of the implants were made to fit Thomas Recording ceramic screws. **C**. Images of the headpost and chamber before surgery showing hydroxyapatite (HA) coating.Fig. 2

PEEK chambers were designed with an inner diameter of 17 mm, an outer diameter of 22 mm and height of 18.6 mm ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}B). The legs supporting the chamber included three anchor points and two legs extending over the occipital ridge to avoid the potential risk of opening the mid-cranial suture. Two screw holes in the side wall of the chamber served to hold a grid for electrophysiological recordings. To prevent contamination of the interior of the chamber, a cap with stainless steel screws was used to seal the chamber.

2.6. Surgical procedures {#sec0040}
------------------------

Surgical placement of HA-PEEK implants followed the same anesthesia procedures for pre-medication and induction as described above for MRI, but with additional intravenous analgesia (alfentanil 0.4 μg/kg/min). Intravenous fluids (lactated Ringer's solution 5 ml/kg/h), steroids (methylprednisolone 5.4 mg/kg/h) and antibiotic (cefotaxime 20 mg/kg/120 min) were also administered to help prevent dehydration, dura inflammation/cerebral swelling, and infection.

Neurosurgical techniques proceeded with a sterile Kopf pointer placed into a zero plate (Zeroing Bar Model 1750, David Kopf Instruments, CA, USA) for coordinate calibration of the anterior-posterior and mediolateral planes. The pointer was transferred into the stereotaxic frame (Kopf Model 1504, David Kopf Instruments, CA, USA) and lowered ventrally until it contacted the top of the head. The corresponding contact location was marked as the zero-reference coordinate. The pointer was then moved four centimeters anterior to the planned location for headpost implantation. The stereotaxic arm was then rotated 90° away from the animal to facilitate surgical procedures.

The headpost was then placed on top of the head to estimate and draw the trajectory of incision. A semi-circular incision was performed with a scalpel 3--5 cm posterior to the implant's target location ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}A). Crucially, the skin flap was handled with great care, avoiding any trauma from forceps, keeping it moist, and ensuring it was not compressed in any way. The fascia was separated from the skin and both layers were kept moist with saline-soaked gauze. The temporal muscles were then separated from the skull using a bone scraper and the skull was scraped clean of remaining connective tissue ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}B).Fig. 3**Surgical approach for anchoring MRI-compatible implants.** Headpost and chamber implant surgery based on stereotaxic and MRI coordinates. **A**. The semi-circular skin incision shows the exposure of the fascia. **B**. Dissection of the fascia and exposure of the bone. The skin flap is retracted and maintained moist. Connective tissue is scraped from the skull and the temporal muscles retracted to facilitate placement of the implant. **C**. Drilling, tapping, and screwing allows locking the implant in place with ceramic screws. For chamber surgery, bone substitute material (Calcibon) serves to fill gaps between the chamber and the skull. **D**. The fascia is sutured, the skin is cut to allow passage of the implant through the skin. Finally, a subcutaneous suture is made to close the incision.Fig. 3

The stereotaxic arm was then repositioned to its original central position. The headpost piece was moved around the area to find the best fit on the skull. Once it was found, a manual drill was used to drill holes with a 2.5-mm diameter drillbit (Thomas Recording, Giessen, Germany). The drillbit included a depth stop to prevent accidental damage to the dura mater, while allowing space for a 2-mm thick implant leg and 2--4 mm of skull thickness. Drilling stopped once the skull was penetrated. After drilling, a 3.2-mm tap was used to thread the hole for the ceramic screws (SA05 and SA06). Surgeons took turns between screwing the left and right side of the implant to avoid biases in tightness of the implant. The process of drilling, tapping, and screwing was repeated until all holes were filled with screws ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}C). As a precaution and to counteract cerebral vasodilatation and brain swelling induced by sevoflurane, a mild hypocapnia (end-tidal carbon dioxide of 30--33 mmHg) was induced during the procedure.

Once implanted, the skin flap was unpacked from the moist gauze and the fascia realigned and sutured in place. The skin was extended over the headpost and a small (∼1 cm) incision was made to allow the post to pass through the skin. A continuous subcuticular suture was then used to close the wound ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}D) with an Aberdeen knot buried underneath the skin. The surgical procedure, from initial sedation to recovery, took approximately 6 h to complete.

For chamber surgeries, the same anesthesia procedures were used as previously described for the headpost implant. Chambers were designed to target the primary visual cortex of the right hemisphere of each animal. Once coordinates were marked, a semi-circular incision was made around the target implantation site and the skin was retracted along with the lateral muscles. The central position of the chamber was confirmed by setting the pointer to the specific coordinate location. A 15-mm wide craniotomy was then made with a trephine. Subsequently, the chamber was attached to the skull using ceramic screws ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}C). Once all ceramic screws were in place, gaps between the chamber and bone were filled with bone substitute paste Calcibone (Zimmer Biomet, U.S.A.). After the bone substitute paste dried up, the chamber was filled with sterile saline to confirm it was hermetic. In final steps, the fascia was sutured, the skin was cut and passed over the chamber, and a continuous subcuticular suture was made to close the wound ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}D).

After surgery, all animals were given buprenorphine (0.02 mg/kg, IM) and subsequently every eight hours as needed to alleviate pain and discomfort. In addition, animals also received meloxicam (0.2 mg/kg, IM) once daily for five days for pain relief. Cephalexin (15 mg/kg, IM) was also given twice daily for five days to prevent the risk of infection. Animals with post-operative complications of the incision due to picking and scratching received a protective cap (described further, see [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}) and were treated with an antiseptic cream (Bepanthen) on the wound and skin margin once or twice per week until fully healed.

2.7. MRI data analyses {#sec0045}
----------------------

For all monkeys, a single session anatomical MRI volume (MDEFT T1 scan) was used for signal to noise ratio (SNR) measurements. The signal was measured in a spherical region of interest (ROI, n voxels = 401) placed over the frontal lobe, which included both grey and white matter voxels (signal). An equal size ROI was placed outside of the head (in background noise). The sample SNR was calculated by: *SNR* $= \,\frac{\overset{¯}{x}\, signal}{\sigma\, noise}$, where $\overset{¯}{x}$ *signal* is the mean signal inside the brain and *σ noise* is the standard deviation of the background noise. SNR across the population was calculated by: *SNR* $= \frac{\mu\, signal}{\left. \sqrt{}S \right._{p}^{2\,}noise}$, where *μ signal* is the average signal across the population of monkeys and $S_{p}^{2}$ *noise* is the pooled variance in noise across the population of monkeys (n = 4). We compared the percent change in SNR: $\%\, change\,\left( {SNR} \right) = \frac{{SNR}_{HA} - \,{SNR}_{AC}}{{{SNR}_{HA} + \, SNR}_{AC}\,} \times \, 100$, where ${SNR}_{HA}$ is the average SNR across the HA-PEEK group and ${SNR}_{AC}$ is the average SNR across the Acrylic-PEEK group.

Headpost margins were measured with the digital measuring tool in MeshLab (<http://www.meshlab.net>). Margin size diameter was measured based on approximations of circumference from the margin. First, length measurements were taken from anterior to posterior (length) and medial to lateral (width) of the margin. The circumference was approximated by: $C = \pi\left. \sqrt{}2\left\lbrack {\left( {\frac{1}{2}length} \right)\,^{2} + \left( {\frac{1}{2}width} \right)\,^{2}} \right\rbrack \right.$. Further, we solve for the radius and the area under the circle to estimate the overall extend of the headpost implant (see [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Qualitative and quantitative measures of animals with HA-PEEK and Acrylic-PEEK implants.Table 1MonkeyImplant typeT1 mean signalT1 SD signalT1 Mean noiseT1 SD noiseSignal To NoiseT2\* distortionMargin Score indexImplant Length (cm)Implant Width (cm)Margin size (cm)Implant size (cm^2^)DPHA5587.751390.56322.4991.0661.36No0.162.21.55.912.78VLHA7594.781227.87454.43131.3657.82No0.162.22.06.603.47ALHA5305.91920.47239.464.3882.42No0.162.261.395.962.82FLHA2076.512076.51438.82123.6579.35No0.162.221.566.02.90DLAcrylic3148.441267.91414.38120.6426.10Yes0.836.04.213.7621TLAcrylic3391.46982.28642.53245.8813.79Yes0.56.36.317.5224.4BRAcrylic1857.516502.21280.1886.6121.45Yes0.836.15.017.1923.53RCAcrylic2767.736727.58378.81109.2225.34Yes1.07.85.621.3336.20

For displaying functional MRI data, four anatomical scans were averaged, normalized, and segmented for grey and white matter. Whole-brain surfaces were rendered to obtain a semi-inflated white matter surface on which functional data were overlaid. Functional scans and analyses were conducted in four monkeys (DL and BR, both Acrylic-PEEK monkeys; DP and VL both HA-PEEK monkeys). Standard pre-processing techniques were used: slice-timing correction, spatial-smoothing (1.5 mm full width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel) and scaling of the time series at each voxel by the mean. Motion correction was also used to exclude volumes that contained motion shifts \> 0.5 mm and/or rotations \> 0.5° from regression analyses. Lastly, linear least-squares de-trending was used to remove non-specific variations (i.e. scanner drift).

After pre-processing, data were submitted to a general linear model with a single block-design regressor for the movie segments and the estimated motion regressors. For the movie stimulus, the regressor was generated by convolving a one-parameter gamma distribution estimate of the hemodynamic response function with the square-wave stimulus function. *T*-tests were performed by contrasting movie periods with baseline/blank periods effectively measuring contrast to noise ratio (CNR). Each movie segment lasted 30 s followed by a silent interval period of 30 s. Five movie segments were presented within a run for a total of 5 min per scan.

3. Results {#sec0050}
==========

After surgical implantation, the HA-coated PEEK headposts showed a very close fit to the skull in all monkeys (see an example for monkey VL in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}A). Similarly, the HA-PEEK chambers also showed a tight fit to the skull confirming the accuracy of the pre-surgical skull reconstruction and pre-surgical planning process ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}B). Each of these implants was finalized by closing the wound with a subcuticular suture buried inside the skin to prevent the animal from accessing it ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 4Close-fitting of implants during and after surgery.**A**. Example image during surgery showing the tight fit of the HA-PEEK implants to the skull, and ceramic screw heads. **B**. Image after subcuticular suture to cover the skin over the implant. The chamber image (bottom) shows the central craniotomy with dura mater exposed.Fig. 4

After surgery, animals presented a slight swelling of the lateral muscles, which responded well to treatment with non-steroidal anti-inflammatory treatment. The incision healed well as a result of being away from the implant. Over the course of a month, the wound margin was entirely closed and healed ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}). Animal DP presented with a small (approximately 1 cm) lesion in the area as a result of scratching the surgical wound. In order to prevent wound picking and scratching, a protective cap was designed to cover the incision area ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}). Animal DP wore the cap for approximately one month allowing the wound to heal undisturbed. Animal DP was trained to willingly approach the chair and was calm while seated; as a result, we were able to treat her skin margin with Bepanthen cream every two days. By following this procedure for three weeks the wound margin healed completely. Animal FL also presented with scratching lesions and wore the cap for a period of two months after surgery due to additional complications. These included tightening of the skin around the top of the implant, which led to diminished blood supply and discoloration near the incision. The skin was treated with Bepanthen cream in the areas where wound picking and scratching caused skin damage including exposure of one of the ceramic screw heads (see [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}). Skin treatment with Bepanthen was repeated for a period of two months two times a week the first month after surgery and once a week the second month after surgery. As a result of the treatment, the incision and skin surrounding the screws healed well ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, in all four animals the skin healed very well around the incision in no more than two months after surgery. Subsequently, the skin margin around the headpost or chamber implants was monitored for signs of inflammation or infection.Fig. 5State of wound and implant margin over the course of one year.**A**. Images of monkeys VL and DP showing the wound and headpost margins over the course of one year. Overall, the HA-PEEK headpost implants for both animals healed in less than 3-months. Monkey DP had a small scar tissue of approximately 1 cm in length as a result of scratching the incision (similarly to monkey FL, see Section [3](#sec0050){ref-type="sec"} for details). However, over the course of the year, the incision remained stable and the implant margin remained free of granulation tissue or infection even without regular cleaning. **B**. After one year, we observed a small retraction of the skin, approximately of 0.5 cm in both animals.Fig. 5Fig. 6Protective cap worn after surgery to prevent wound picking.**A**. Animal FL showed persistent scratching of the wound margin that prevented wound healing. **B**. Protective cap made out of fiber-glass material with small perforations that allow airflow around the skin margin. **C**. The cap protected the animal from self-inducing wounds around the implant and contributed to the overall healing of the wound margin **D**.Fig. 6

3.1. HA-PEEK implants promote a healthy long-term skin margin {#sec0055}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The health of animals with HA-PEEK headpost implants was monitored over the course of a year and their skin margins were compared to those animals with Acrylic-PEEK headposts implants. Acrylic is known to irritate the skin margin causing it to bleed and making it more prone to infection. The interface between acrylic and skin often develops granulation tissue that is highly vascularized, whereby the acrylic often prevents healing.

Comparisons between implant types were made with respect to the margin size and the overall health status of the margin (see [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} for a summary of all results) using a margin index. The skin condition was scored using the following criteria: dry skin -- score 1, presence of granulation or connective tissue -- score 2; presence of wet secretion, pus, or blood -- score 3. The margins of all animals were examined visually and scored every three months and the scores were then summed across the monitoring period for an overall index representing the state of the margin. The margin index was scaled to the 0--1 range by dividing each individual score by the maximum score across animals (see [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). The margin indices from Acrylic-PEEK animals (mean, 0.79; ±SD, 0.20; N = 4) and HA-PEEK animals (mean, 0.16; ±SD, 0; N = 4) were significantly different among the groups (p = 0.0286, Mann-Whitney *U* test).

Additionally, the overall size of the headpost margin was measured for all animals in each group. Margin size measurements were taken from the surface reconstructions of the head and skin that resulted from the overall shape of the implant margin (see Section [2](#sec0010){ref-type="sec"} and [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} for details). Overall the headpost margin size of HA-PEEK implant animals (mean, 6.11 cm; ±SD, 0.32; N = 4; range, 5.91--6.60 cm) were less than half the size of those with Acrylic-PEEK implants (mean, 17.45 cm; ±SD, 3.09; N = 4; range, 13.76--21.33 cm). Both, margin size and implant size measures (see [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}) were found to be significantly different among the two groups (Mann-Whitney *U* test, p = 0.0286).

For HA-PEEK animals, the skin retraction which typically occurs around the headpost margin was also monitored over the course of a year. In two HA-PEEK animals, the skin retracted by about 0.5 cm on the left side of the implant ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}). For animals with HA-PEEK chambers, the skin margin presented a retraction of about 1 cm after three months with exposure of some of the screws. The area appeared also slightly swollen from time to time possibly due to occasional picking by the animal; however, the animal did not appear adversely affected. In general, the state of the chamber skin margin remained dry and healthy similarly to the headpost skin margin. For animals with Acrylic-PEEK, we did not evaluate the skin retraction from the time after surgery since the animals received their implants prior to the start of the present study. However, during the period of the study the margin size of Acrylic-PEEK animals remained the same and did not change over the course of a year.

3.2. Improvements in MRI signal and contrast to noise {#sec0060}
-----------------------------------------------------

T1 and T2\* signal quality was compared between HA-PEEK animals and Acrylic-PEEK animals. At first glance, we noticed that the overall brightness of the brain image was decreased in monkeys with Acrylic-PEEK implants relative to HA-PEEK implants. Example images of monkey DP (HA-PEEK) and monkey BR (Acrylic-PEEK) illustrate this effect in T1 data ([Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}). In order to quantify the effect of implant type on MR signal quality, we measured and compared the signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) from T1 images between the groups (see [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} for individual SNR measures of each monkey). The population SNRs of HA-PEEK animals (signal average, 7075.14; population ±SD noise, 88.35; average SNR 80.03) were four times higher than those obtained from Acrylic-PEEK animals (signal average, 2791.28; population ±SD noise, 144.66; average SNR, 19.30). Comparisons across SNRs showed a significant difference (61.1% SNR reduction; p = 0.0286, Mann-Whitney *U* test) indicating that the Acrylic-PEEK implant affected the image quality in frontal regions.Fig. 7Comparison of anatomical and functional images between monkeys with HA-PEEK and Acrylic-PEEK implants.Example anatomical and functional MRI images obtained from two monkeys (top, Acrylic-PEEK; bottom, HA-PEEK) showing the effects of the implants on MRI signal quality. For comparison, each image is shown at the same axial distance, at which the implant surrounds the most dorsal part of the brain. Acrylic-based implants may require the deflexion of the temporal muscles leading to an air-filled gap along the margin which causes abrupt changes in magnetic field susceptibility around the transition zones (e.g. bone/acrylic to brain tissue).Fig. 7

In the echo-planar images or T2-weighted (T2\*) data, the effects of the Acrylic-PEEK implants were even more pronounced with a significant amount of signal loss around areas of drastic spatial shifts in T2\* signals (e.g. from muscle to bone or from acrylic to brain). As illustrated in [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"} for monkey BR, the echo planar images were distorted and shrunk with a loss in T2\* signal. Such signal losses and image distortions were present in all animals with Acrylic-PEEK implants, but not for those with HA-PEEK implants ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). We examined the CNR by means of functional activation during free-viewing of natural-scene movies, which allowed to obtain reliable and consistent visual activations across all monkeys. All functional activations were corrected for false discovery rate (FDR) using a threshold at q FDR \< 0.05 across all monkeys. The activation patterns involved a large-scale network consisting of areas involved in visual processing ([Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}A). These included low-level visual areas (V1--V4), motion-sensitive regions (MT and FST) and inferotemporal regions (TE, TEm, and TEO). Notably, a region that was exclusively activated in animals with HA-PEEK implants was the frontal eye fields (FEF). Selecting voxels from the FEF and area MT revealed blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal modulation in both regions on HA-PEEK animals, but in Acrylic-PEEK animals we only observed modulation in area MT but not in FEF ([Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}B and C). Notably, area MT is far further from the anterior implant location than area FEF.Fig. 8Functional activation of frontal eye fields in monkeys with HA-PEEK implants but not Acrylic-PEEK implants.**A**. Brain surface reconstruction of monkey DP showing the overall visually evoked response during movie viewing. The activation pattern includes regions in the frontal eye fields (FEF) and the middle temporal area (MT). **B**. (Top) Coronal slices taken at the level corresponding to the anterior dashed line in A, in each individual monkey. Each animal was presented with periods of natural movies interleaved with periods of black screen and was allowed to freely look around and watch the movie. (Bottom) Example time courses for each monkey show the overall % BOLD modulation to 30-s movie segments (white background) and 30 s off-period (grey background). Notice the lack of activation and BOLD modulation in the FEF region for monkeys DL and BR with acrylic based headposts. **C**. Similar to B, except coronal slices are centered on area MT (posterior dashed line in A) and show % BOLD modulation plots. All data were obtained from a single run session (5 min of scanning) and illustrated using the same threshold level (q FDR = 0.05, p \< 0.01, significance t-values \> 1.9 and clipped at 10 for comparisons across animals). DP (T-value range 1.74--17.7; VL (T-value range 2.14--13.3; DL. (T-value range 2.52--13.5); BR (T-value range 2.50--10.8).Fig. 8

Based on the above measurements and comparisons between SNRs and CNRs across animal groups, we conclude that the Acrylic-PEEK implant interfered negatively with the MRI signal in frontal regions, particularly where the acrylic assembly is closer to the brain.

4. Discussion {#sec0065}
=============

MRI-based individual skull reconstructions enabled us to design customized PEEK implants, which were coated with hydroxyapatite at the base and were surgically implanted without the use of acrylic. Compared to Acrylic-PEEK implants, HA-PEEK implants improved the overall MRI signal magnitude and contrast to noise ratio in functional images. In addition, these HA-PEEK implants also promoted an overall healthy skin margin around the implant for more than a year contributing to the wellbeing of the involved non-human primates. In what follows, we discuss these improvements for MR imaging and skin margin development in the context of challenges of utilizing MRI-compatible materials and propose future improvements and alternatives to overcome these challenges.

4.1. Improvements for MR imaging {#sec0070}
--------------------------------

Both of the tested implant types (HA-PEEK and Acrylic-PEEK) allowed for measurements of BOLD-fMRI activation in awake monkeys. Movie stimuli elicited activity from a wide network of brain areas involved in processing visual information. These included early retinotopically organized visual cortical areas (V1--V4), motion-sensitive areas (MT/FST) and inferotemporal regions (TE, TEm, and TEO) implicated in face and object recognition among others ([Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}A). These findings are in accordance with previous fMRI studies in monkeys showing widespread visually driven activation ([@bib0090]). Activation of frontal regions was detectable in animals with HA-PEEK, but not in those with Acrylic-PEEK implants. These regions included the frontal eye fields (FEFs), a region involved in the control of saccadic eye movements and attention ([Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}B and C). The close proximity of FEFs to the muscle tissue and headpost acrylic assembly over the frontal lobe is the likely cause for the reduced BOLD activation in Acrylic-PEEK implanted animals. As evident from the anatomical images ([Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}), we found 61.1% SNR reduction in areas of close proximity to the implant in Acrylic-PEEK animals but not HA-PEEK animals where the SNR was at least four times as high ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). The large volume of acrylic used to secure the implant to the skull, often applied in combination with displacement of the temporal muscles results in an air-filled gap along the margin causing abrupt changes in magnetic field susceptibility (see [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"} for an example in monkey BR). Such differences in magnetic susceptibility generate changes in magnetic field gradients around the transition zones (e.g. bone/acrylic to brain tissue). The resulting spatially dependent frequency distribution of the raw MRI signal causes the corresponding signal dropout after image reconstruction, an effect similarly found for large cavities (e.g. in the orbitofrontal cortex and around the ear canals) ([@bib0025]). This effect is however absent in HA-PEEK monkeys explaining the overall increase in SNR as compared to Acrylic-PEEK animals. On T2\* images, distortions became directly apparent in FEF ([Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}), precisely in the same voxels where low SNRs and lack of BOLD modulation were present ([Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}).

Previous monkey fMRI studies that relied on Acrylic-PEEK implants reported significant modulation of the FEF during visual stimulation ([@bib0015]; [@bib0060]; [@bib0135]; [@bib0170]). A number of methodological factors may account for this difference from our present results (e.g., field strength: 3 T vs. 4.7 T; the use contrast-enhanced agent MION vs. BOLD; seating position: sphinx vs. vertical; coil position, phase encoding direction, implant type and location on the head, etc.). An important factor is the distance of the coils to the brain, which in some cases has been minimized by implanting the coils directly into the skull ([@bib0035]) resulting in greater SNRs as compared to the classic approach of placing coils outside of the head.

A limitation of our study is that the two implantation strategies are confounded by sex of the tested monkeys. Monkeys with Acrylic-PEEK implants were all males, while HA-PEEK monkeys were all females. The selection of female monkeys was driven by their smaller temporal muscles which allow placing surface coils closer to the brain resulting in an improved SNR. Moreover, smaller temporal muscles tend to generate fewer movement artifacts if jaw movements occur during an imaging run ([@bib0055]). Consequently, it is possible that sex-related differences in the size of the temporal muscles contributed to better signal quality in the HA-PEEK monkeys. However, we argue that the pronounced lateral displacement of the temporal muscles due to the acrylic implant assembly and the resulting air-filled gap in Acrylic-PEEK animals was a significant factor affecting signal quality.

Studies using a 4.7 T vertical scanner have shown modulation of the FEF during naturalistic stimulation ([@bib0135]) and when monkeys performed memory guided saccades ([@bib0050]). However, the majority of these studies relied on contrast agents such as monocrystalline iron oxide nanoparticles (MION) to enhance CNR by a factor of 3--5 compared to the intrinsic BOLD signal ([@bib0080]). It is known that use of MION improve CNR and thus could "recover" functional activation from troublesome regions close to an acrylic-based implant. However, MION use comes at the cost of repeated intravenous injections and a risk of iron accumulation ([@bib0085]). An alternative potential solution for monkeys with acrylic implants, however limited, might be to add a ring of silicone around the skin margin to fill the air gap around the implant area, increase the BOLD signal, and thereby counteract the signal dropout. A more comprehensive and powerful solution would be to implement the use of the dynamic multi-coil technique (DYNAMITE) for magnetic field shimming of susceptibility-induced B0 distortions near the implant ([@bib0045]).

In summary, our results show improvements in MR imaging quality measured by SNR and CNR in monkeys with HA-PEEK implants as compared to the classic acrylic-supported PEEK implants.

4.2. Improvement of percutaneous skin margin {#sec0075}
--------------------------------------------

Most implants used for fMRI or neural recordings in NHPs consist of a percutaneous headpost for head stabilization. Such implants, whether made of titanium or MRI-compatible PEEK, are surrounded by an open skin margin, which is exposed to the outside environment and thus susceptible to infections. This may lead to an increased chance for widespread implant infection and failure. In human medicine, PEEK implants are used successfully in spinal repairs ([@bib0095]; [@bib0175]); however, those implants are isolated from the exterior environment.

Here, we evaluated the overall state of both HA-PEEK and Acrylic-PEEK implants by visually monitoring the quality of the skin margins around the implant over a one-year period. In HA-PEEK monkeys, we observed that skin margins were dry, not infected nor inflamed, and lacked pink coloring; a sign of healthier skin margins ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, the skin margin of Acrylic-PEEK animals consisted of granulation tissue, which was vascularized and more vulnerable to bacterial contamination. When formally scored, HA-PEEK implanted animals showed significantly better margin scores than animals with acrylic implants. Thus, our implant methodology contributed to the wellbeing of the NHPs.

In regard to acrylic implants, one fundamental issue with the use of acrylic is its porosity, which harbours microbiological contamination increasing the risk of infections particularly if the implant includes recording chambers. Thus, the aim of NHP implant refinement should be to minimise the use of acrylic. Moreover, typical Acrylic-PEEK implants consist of a large bulk of acrylic and, as a consequence, results in larger skin margins and a greater amount of tissue exposed for microbes to settle-in. Thus, another important advantage of our surgical approach with HA-PEEK implants is the reduction of the size of the skin margin. In HA-PEEK animals the skin margins around the headpost were significantly smaller (∼2 cm) compared to the skin margins in Acrylic-PEEK animals (\>5 cm). The skin margins on two of the HA-PEEK animals retracted slightly (0.5 cm) after one year from surgery, and we believe they might retract even further in the future. However, the skin retraction did not adversely affect the quality of the implants and up to the time of writing (26 months after implantation) these skin margins remain healthy. In summary, HA-PEEK animals had smaller skin margins with a quality index significantly better than those with Acrylic-PEEK implants suggesting that our implant method can help to promote the wellbeing of the NHPs in neuroscience research.

4.3. Challenges and future potential improvements {#sec0080}
-------------------------------------------------

### 4.3.1. Surgical and post-surgical procedures {#sec0085}

Surgical procedures of the HA-PEEK implants were expedited by the precise fitting of the implant to the skull before surgery. In contrast, acrylic-based implants require building acrylic around the headpost in a layer-by-layer manner, a process that is time-consuming. In addition, the layers of acrylic require careful and skillful placement around the implant. Moreover, since the setting of acrylic is highly exothermic, it can cause damage to surrounding tissues, unless applied with adequate waiting times between layers.

Post-surgically, two animals in our HA-PEEK group initially presented with scratching and picking behavior around the skin incision. We prevented further picking and scratching by using a protective cap that was designed to cover the incision, preventing the animals from further self-injury. Both animals wore the head cap after surgery allowing the incision to heal without disturbance. Animal FL wore the cap for a period of two months after surgery as the animal faced additional complications besides wound picking and scratching. We followed the treatment procedure (as described above) and the incision, as well as the skin surrounding the screws, healed very well within a 2-month period after surgery ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}).

### 4.3.2. Skull reconstructions {#sec0090}

Implants were designed from MRI-based skull reconstructions which were based on low-signal T1 values from bone structures. Since air-filled cavities and other anatomical structures might show similarly low-T1 values, selecting only bone structures for segmentation becomes a challenge. Manual segmentation was needed in order to create reliable skull reconstructions (see included dataset and scripts for skull extraction). An alternative solution to improve MRI-based skull reconstructions is to use black bone MRI ([@bib0020]), which relies on a lower flip angle that increases the contrast between bone and soft tissues at the expense of reduced contrast between individual soft tissues, such as grey and white matter. A more powerful solution is the use of computed tomography (CT), which offers excellent bone-to-soft tissue contrast thanks to the high attenuation of X-rays by calcified bone structures ([@bib0005]; [@bib0120]).

### 4.3.3. Implant design {#sec0095}

Our implant design was based on radially extending legs that surrounded the frontal cranium ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). Previous reports suggested that the legged design could result in skin retraction around the implant ([@bib0110]). However, similar to previous studies ([@bib0120]) we observed minimal skin retraction across all implanted animals within one year of assessment ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}). One potential advantage of the legless designs ([@bib0110]) is the ability to confine screws along the circumference of the chamber. Unfortunately, their reported design did not incorporate fMRI-compatibility as titanium screws were used to fix the implants to the cranium. To what extent legless carbon PEEK designs could provide the required long-term stability for headpost implants while preserving fMRI-compatibility remains, therefore, to be tested. With our legged design, we have achieved enough stability to avoid the use of any titanium material as to truly preserve fMRI-compatibility.

### 4.3.4. Hydroxyapatite coating {#sec0100}

One crucial aspect of our implant design is the use of hydroxyapatite coating (HA). HA in the form of hydroxycarbonate apatite is the primary mineral component of bone tissue in mammals and is typically used for bone grafts, fillers and for coating of surgical implants in humans ([@bib0105]). While HA has been used extensively in human medicine, it has just begun to gain popularity in NHP neuroscience research mainly due to its osseointegration characteristics ([@bib0070]; [@bib0120]). For our approach, we have used HA coated PEEK implants to promote osseointegration and potentially increase the strength of the PEEK material.

In regard to the implant strength, we indirectly evaluated the overall strength of implants by measuring movements during imaging. These measures were based on image displacements and deviations from normality during image acquisition, which ranged between 0.2--1.0 mm for both animal groups. Head fixations were robust and stable across all animals with or without acrylic and we believe that such robustness with the HA-PEEK implants was at least in part due to the osseointegrative properties of HA, but it might be also explained by the number of applied screws. Although at this point in our experimental timeline we cannot confirm osseointegration by assessing the crania post-mortem, we can confirm that these implants show durability and robustness similar to acrylic-PEEK and/or titanium implants.

### 4.3.5. Ceramic screws {#sec0105}

Prior to surgery, skull reconstructions were used to evaluate the thickness of the cranium for screw fixations. The choice for ceramic screws is dictated by the need to avoid large MRI image distortions caused by titanium screws ([@bib0005]). A disadvantage of ceramic screws is that they tend to be brittle and can break, especially during implantation surgery (e.g. while torquing the screws). In order to accommodate ceramic screws for our implants, we designed implant legs with openings that incorporated the hexagonal head of the ceramic screw (see Section [2](#sec0010){ref-type="sec"} and [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}A). However, during surgery, it was not always possible to bury the screw entirely inside the leg due to slight angle imperfections between implant legs and cranial perforations. We believe that as a result, these screws with their sharp hexagonal heads might have caused discomfort and itchiness of the skin explaining the scratching and self-injury behavior observed in some of our NHPs. Thus, the use of screws with a smooth-surface head might be a better alternative, which could potentially prevent discomfort and tissue damage while in contact with the overlying skin.

### 4.3.6. ITAP design {#sec0110}

Our results in four monkeys with HA-PEEK implants showed an improvement in the overall quality of the skin margins. However, in order to definitely improve the skin margin around an implant, a design must take into account the surrounding tissue. Recent developments in the treatment of human amputees have resulted in the so-called Intraosseous Transcutaneous Amputation Prosthesis (ITAP) design. The design is based on an osseointegrated prosthesis for limb replacement which is made with an additional perforated flange on the implant at the site where the skin interacts with the extruding implant. The ITAP design has been used in humans and animals and has resulted in significantly improved skin closure success and reduced infection rates ([@bib0125], [@bib0130]).

For NHP implants, developing the ITAP technique would require designing flanges customized to the target area or site of implantation. Such implant could be made with multiple angles and positions of the flange such that the flange would encompass the tissue around the head. However, implant designs with multiple angles that require small perforations for the flange could be challenging to manufacture using classic CNC machining. With advancements in 3D-printing technology, successful manufacturing of such designs might be possible. Importantly, in order to preserve MRI-compatibility, 3D-printing in PEEK material will be highly desirable ([@bib0120]). Currently, some companies offer 3D-printing in PEEK, but the technology and availability of PEEK 3D-printers are still in development as they require specialized high-temperature melting point spouts.

### 4.3.7. Alternative approaches {#sec0115}

Studies in awake behaving monkeys require stabilization of the head during neural recording and/or functional imaging. For electrophysiology, customized titanium implants already offer a very good alternative to acrylic-based implants ([@bib0070]; [@bib0120]). In terms of biocompatibility and osseointegration, titanium implants are probably a better choice than our HA-PEEK implants.

However, for our studies, the main goal is to conduct both functional MRI and electrophysiological measures and titanium material is not an option. Thus, we relied on robust material such as PEEK to preserve MRI-compatibility.

An alternative approach for head stabilization is the use of a head mask or head holding apparatus ([@bib0115]; [@bib0150]; [@bib0155]) which avoids the use of invasive surgical procedures for headpost implantation. Such an approach is attractive from the perspective of animal welfare, however, it might require extensive training for animals to willingly cooperate for head restriction ([@bib0155]) and depending on the holding apparatus, residual instability could result in increased movement variance as compared to the headpost approach ([@bib0150]). Our methods, while still invasive by nature, improve image quality (without the use of contrast-enhanced agents), provide long-term rigidity and improve the welfare of animals by avoiding the use of acrylic for implantation.

5. Summary {#sec0120}
==========

We developed MRI based customized PEEK implants coated with hydroxyapatite which were surgically implanted onto NHP skulls without the use of acrylic for stabilization. These implants improved the overall MRI signal quality and contrast to noise ratio of functional images. Most importantly, these implants also promoted an overall healthy skin margin and were stable in the long term suggesting that our approach can contribute to the wellbeing of NHPs in neuroscience research.
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